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NetEnt enhances video slot selection with
Imperial Riches™
Step into a world of splendour and serenity with Imperial Riches. This
jackpot-packed game takes players on an exciting journey to the FarEast

Set in a Chinese garden, this 5-reel, 3-row video slot features NetEnt’s signature
Avalanche™ concept, where in both the main game and during Free Falls feature symbols
fall into position onto the reels instead of spinning.
During the feature, a winning bet line triggers an Avalanche, where all symbols in winning
combinations apart from Scatter symbols light up and disappear to continue the avalanche
until there are no more wins.
Free Falls are activated when at least three Scatter symbols land randomly on three reels
and offer players the chance to collect jewels in the Lucky Pond – a bonus game which can
unlock the jackpot if “Bonus Fish” eat three or more jewels.
With three progressive jackpots and two fixed-value jackpots on offer, Imperial Riches™
makes for a creative and exciting new addition to NetEnt’s industry leading video slot
portfolio.
“This game is packed with features. We are continuing with our Jackpot successes this
year, with Imperial Riches™ but with our Avalanche™ mechanic. The 3 stage nested
bonuses give players a chance to experience the Free Falls game, collecting jewels from
wins for entry into another coin win feature and then a Jackpot bonus game. The chance to
win one of five realistically priced jackpots and the beautiful, authentic Asian artwork and

theme makes this game speak the promise of fortune for players across the board.” said
Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of Games.
For additional information please contact:
press@netent.com
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